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1 Abstract of physics

We propose to obtain new constraints on the electromagnetic properties of the recently discovered d∗(2380)-
hexaquark utilising a transversely polarised deuteron target and a polarised photon beam. A set of single-
and double-polarision observable determination will underpin determination of the photo-coupling of the d∗

to the deuteron as well as providing new constraints on the d∗ electric quadrupole and magnetic octupole
deformations. The measurement has potential impact not only to the emerging field of multiquark states in
hadron physics but also to astrophysics, where the d∗(2380) has the potential to play a crucial role in neutron
stars.

2 Abstract of experiment

The experiment will be performed at the MAMI tagged photon facility (Glasgow/Mainz Tagger) using
the Crystal Ball/TAPS detector setup, together with particle identification detector (PID) and multi-wire
proportional chambers (MWPCs). An elliptically polarised photon beam with coherent edge around 630 MeV
will be used in conjunction with a transversely polarised deuteron target. Additional ”empty target” runs
will be also carried out to verify the detector performance.

MAMI Specifications :
beam energy: 855 MeV
beam polarization: helicity polarised

Beam Specifications :
tagged energy range: 300 – 800 MeV
photon beam polarization: Linearly and circularly polarised (coherent edge 630 MeV); unpolarized.

Equipment Specifications :
detectors: Crystal Ball/TAPS, PID, MWPCs
target: polarised deuteron target

Beam Time Request :
set-up/test with beam: 1 week
data taking: 6 weeks
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3 Introduction

The photodisintegration of the deuteron is one of the simplest reactions in nuclear physics, in which a
well understood and clean electromagnetic probe leads to the breakup of a few-body nucleonic system.
However, despite experimental measurements of deuteron photodisintegration spanning almost a century [1],
many key experimental observables remain unmeasured, or have been only measured in rather limited or
coarse kinematics. This is particularly evidenced at distance scales (photon energies) where the quark
substructure of the deuteron can be excited. This limits a detailed assessment of the reaction mechanism,
including the contributions of nucleon resonances, meson exchange currents as well as constraining roles for
more exotic QCD possibilities, such as the six-quark containing (hexaquark) d∗(2380). The d∗(2380) was
recently evidenced in a range of nucleon-nucleon scattering reactions [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. The d∗(2380)
has inferred quantum numbers I(JP ) = 0(3+) and a mass ∼ 2380 MeV, which in photoreactions would
correspond to a pole at Eγ ∼ 570 MeV. Confirmatory evidence for the existence of the d∗(2380) with
different probes, along with new access to key properties (e.g. electromagnetic coupling of the d∗(2380))
would have important ramifications for the emerging field of non-standard multiquark states and also our
understanding of the dynamics of condensed matter systems such as neutron stars [11]. Recent works on
deuterium photodisintegration at MAMI have shown sensitivities to a d∗ contribution in the beam spin
asymmetry [45] and most recently in the final state nucleon polarisation [14]. In this proposal we will obtain
the first measurements of polarised beam-transverse target asymmetries for photon energies below, through,
and above the d∗ region. This unique dataset will provide powerful information on the mechanisms of
deuterium photodisintegration, including the contribution of d∗ and constraints on background processes.

3.1 d∗ in the context of the wider programme in multiquark states

The investigation of multiquark states (by which we mean non-standard states beyond the 2q and 3q systems)
and many-body interactions within the theory of strong interaction, (Quantum ChromoDynamics (QCD)) is
a major challenge for contemporary experimental and theoretical physics. Currently, little is known in detail
about multiquark states. A plethora of states have recently been obtained in high energy experiments in
the heavy quark sectors, where the production of multiquark states allows more straightforward separation
from their conventional partners. Unfortunately, the majority of these heavy-quark multiquark states are
expected to be ”trivial” hadronic molecules with two colour bags separated by a distance of up to few
fermi’s. In addition, production of multiquark states with good statistics is rather difficult. Because of this
the quantum number determination, determination of the complete branching ratios, and shape/structure
determination for these states is challenging.

The light-quark sector offers certain advantages: due to the lower centre-of-mass energy required for pro-
duction, such states can be produced more copiously, and are more amenable to measurement in photo/electro-
production. This provides potential access to the size/structure of a multiquark state and also benefits from
the clean production environment of electromagnetic probes. Compared to other light multiquark states,
hexaquarks with baryon number B = 2 (dibaryons) are appealing as they are separable from conventional
2q/3q states. The d∗ is the only known state which is predicted to be a ”genuine hexaquark” state by several
chiral quark models and which also has some indications of compact hexaquark-like signatures from recent
experimental data[45]. It is well separated in terms of quantum numbers and predicted properties from the
more trivial baryon-baryon molecular states e.g. the deuteron.

3.2 Astrophysical implications of d∗

The role of a d∗(2380) degree of freedom for the nuclear equation of state, EoS ([10]) was recently studied in
several papers [11, 12]. The d∗(2380) is a massive positively charged non-strange particle with integer spin
(J=3) and is the first predicted non-trivial hexaquark supported by experiment ([3, 4, 8]). The importance
of such a new degree-of-freedom resides in the fact that it has the same u, d quark composition as neutrons
and protons and, therefore, does not involve any strangeness degrees of freedom. Moreover, it is a boson
and as such, has the possibility to condense within neutron stars. It was shown that despite its large mass,
the d∗(2380) can appear in the neutron star (NS) interior at densities similar to those predicted for the
appearance of other proposed states e.g. nucleon resonances, ∆’s, or hyperons. The effect of the d∗(2380) on
the nuclear equation of state (EoS) was studied both in non-interacting and interacting cases (both attractive
and repulsive). The results indicate the d∗(2380) has the potential to be an important new degree of freedom
in neutron stars. Fractions of d∗(2380) of around 20% are predicted in the centre of heavy stars, resulting
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Figure 1: Chemical equilibrium condition for the appearance of the d∗(2380) hexaquark in β-stable matter.
Results are shown for the cases in which the d∗(2380) feels attraction (xσd∗ = xωd∗ = 0.25), repulsion
(xσd∗ = xωd∗ = −0.25) or does not interact at all with the rest of the particles of the system.

in an increased maximum star radius and a reduced central density. New neutrino and antineutrino cooling
mechanisms are possible with d∗(2380) formation, which have previously not been included in neutron star
modelling. The EoS with explicit d∗(2380) degrees of freedom is one of the few which predict NS mass-radius
relation consistent with the latest (subsequent) gravitational wave experimental results [13]. Indeed, the
presence of the d∗(2380) is predicted to set a strict limit on a maximum neutron star mass in agreement
with that inferred from gravitational wave data [11, 12]. As an isoscalar particle the interaction of the d∗

is reduced to isoscalar (dominantly σ, ω) exchanges. Interplay between the d∗(2380) dimensionless coupling
constants (xσd∗ = gσd∗

g , xωd∗ = gωd∗
gωN

) and its chemical potential in neutron star matter are shown on Fig. 1.
As expected, an attractive interaction between the d∗’s and the nuclear matter leads to earlier appearance
of the d∗ (in terms of nuclear density) in nuclear matter and a stronger reduction of the fractional protons
and neutron composition [12]. The EoS and corresponding NS mass-radius relation in presence of the d∗ can
be seen on Fig. 2.

Furthermore, it was recently indicated that the Bose-Einstein condensates of the d∗-hexaquarks could be
produced copiously in early universe and might contribute to a dark matter, Fig. 3, see Ref. [15] for details.
From these, it is clear that the extraction of the d∗ properties, such as it size, structure, magnetic moment,
quadrupole deformation, photo coupling (which can be related to an xωd∗ in a vector meson dominance model
and hence to a strength of the d∗ repulsive term) have strong potential impact for astrophysics as well as for
hadron and strong interaction physics.

3.3 Photoproduction of the d∗

The d∗ is a I(JP ) = 0(3+) sate, hence it can be photoproduced from the deuteron via three possible multipole
transitions - E2,M3 or E4. These transitions are proportional to the electric transition quadrupole moment,
Qd→d∗ , to the magnetic transition octupole moment, Ωd→d∗ , and to the electric transition decupole moment
Dd→d∗ , respectively [16]. The E4 transition is expected to be highly suppressed, and therefore we assume
in all subsequent chapters that only E2 and M3 transitions contribute (unless otherwise explicitly stated).
The proposal is organised as follows: after a theoretical introduction (Chapter 4) which links experimental
observables with production amplitudes, we outline the experimental apparatus (Chapter 5), discuss the
analysis methods (Chapter 6), and finally evaluate required beamtime (Chapter 7).
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Figure 2: Neutron star EoS (left) and mass-radius relation (right) with and without the d∗ degree of freedom.
The predictions assuming md∗ = [2280, 2480] MeV and md∗ ≡ 2380 MeV are shown by the shaded bands
and dashed pink lines respectively. The effect of the ∆ degree of freedom is shown as a gold line with
d∗(2380)(dashed) and without (solid). The observational masses of the pulsars PSR J1614-2230 (1.928 ±
0.017M�) [21] and PSR J0340+0432 (2.01± 0.04M�) [22] as well as neutron star merger GW170817 limits
from [13] and [23] are also shown. The pink markers on a left panel represent the maximum achievable
pressure/energy density for heavy neutron star with d∗ degrees of freedom for the md∗ = 2380 MeV(circle),
2280 MeV and 2480 MeV(triangles). Pure NJL quark matter EoS is shown by dashed blue line.

4 Current status - theory and experiment

Theoretical models of deuterium photodisintegration including the d∗ degree of freedom are currently under
development at MAMI [53], resulting in a crucial need to obtain experimental data to challenge these new
developments. Key to fully establishing the d∗ photoproduction is the consistency of its signal (or lack of
signal) in different observables. Suitable predictions will be available for the analysis and interpretation of
the proposed data, but are not currently at a stage to be exploited in the proposal. However, the proposed
timeline of the measurement is crucial to provide data in a timely fashion for these developments.

It has been shown in many recent measurements from MAMI, ELSA, JLAB, LEPS how polarisation
observables are indespensible in photoproduction reactions to extract information on sub-dominant contri-
butions and provide better constraints on the underlying reaction amplitudes. Reaction processes can be
evidenced in interference effects in polarisation observables, even when giving small signals in the total or
differential cross sections. The nature of background processes can also be suppressed or established in more
detail, utilising the accessible spins for different orientations of beam and target spin.For example, with
beam-target observables the N∗(1520) resonance(which has a dominant contribution in single pion photo-
production in the ”second resonance” region) can be effectively suppressed if one anti-aligns the relative
polarisations between the photon and the target. The contribution of background channels to the d∗ in
deuterium, photodisintegration (e.g. N* production) can be enhanced/suppressed for different polarisation
observables.
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Figure 3: The primordial production of d∗(2380)-BEC (expressed as a ratio to baryon matter) calculated as
a function of binding energy per baryon, B̂ and matter-dark matter decoupling temperature. The red line
shows the loci corresponding to the current experimental determination of the dark matter to matter ratio[?].

4.1 Summary of previous measurements/analysis

Although there are no measurements of beam-target observables for deuterium photodisintegration in the
region of the d∗, there are a number of recent results utilising polarised/unpolarised gamma beams and
recoil polarisation which have given first information on the role of the d∗. In γd→ dπ0π0 measurements of
Refs. [24] and [25], a structure in the region of the d∗ with properties consistent with those extracted from
the previous NN scattering experiments is observed. The strength of the (γd → d∗ → dπ0π0) contribution

is estimatyed to be of the order of 30 nb. Since the branching ratios of Br(d∗→pn)
Br(d∗→dπ0π0) = 12(3)%

14(1)% ∼ 1, one can

expect a similar d∗ contributions in the deuteron photodisintegration channel. These cross section evaluations
of the d∗ contribution are compatible with the properties of the structures observed from truncated PWA
analysis of the beam polarisation asymmetry (Σ), (see discussion in Ref. [45]). From these prior results, the
total cross section of γd→ pn reaction in the region of the d∗ was inferred to be 3− 5µb, which is dominated
by the tails of ∆ and N∗(1520) resonances.

In our proposal we focus on the photodisintegration reaction as the two body final state is more amenable
to PWA than the γd→ dπ0π0 (however data from this reaction will also be recorded and studied in parallel).
Very recently beam-recoil observables have been determined in deuterium photodisintegration in the region
of the d∗. There was a long standing anomoly in the induced polarisation of the proton (ppy), where the
polarisation reaches around 100% in the region of the d∗. Such behaviour could not be explained using
models which included only N∗ degrees of freedom. Our recent measurement [14] of the final state neutron
polarisation revealed mirror behaviour, currently not described by conventional theory, is also evident in (pny )
(see Fig. 5), adding further intrigue to this puzzle. As shown in Fig. 5 the inclusion of a phenomenological d∗

contribution with properties established from the prior NN scattering experiments is a plausible explanation
of this effect in both ppy and pny . We note the induced recoil observables reflect the imaginary parts of the
reaction amplitudes (See subsequent discussion and Table 2). Further, preliminary evaluations of transferred
polarisation, Cx (which reflects the real parts of the same photoproduction amplitudes as for the induced
polarisations) exhibits a zero crossing close to the pole of the d∗.

There have been previous measurements of deuterium photodisintegration from transversely polarised
targets. The T single polarisation observable (T = 3

2
σ⇑−σ⇓

σ⇑+σ⇓+σ�
) has been extracted, albeit in rather large 100

MeV photon energy bins, which a resulting reduced sensitivity to narrow features such as the d∗. However,
already in these analysis it was indicated that there was anomolous structure in the gamma energy bin
containing the d∗ (See Fig 5). In analysis of the angular distribution of the measured target asymmetry
observable the need for a higher multipole contribution in the bin conataining the d∗ was already indicated.
Such effects would be consistent with a role for d∗ excitation, which as discussed earlier proceeds via higher
multipoles. Clearly, more accurate data in finer gamma bins would help elucidate the nature of this anomoly
and enable first determination whether it shows charactersitics (e.g. width) compatible with the known
properties of the d∗. It should be remarked that these previous measurements (derived from an asymmetry
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in the yields between opposite orientations of the transverse polarisation) include additional contribution
from the tensor asymmetry (σ�) which does not fully cancel for a spin 1 target (although its effects were
taken as small and included in the systematic error - see Ref [55] for a discussion). In case of 75% of vector
polarisation we expect about 40% of tensor polarisation for our target. With the proposed measurement
we can utilise the existing unpolarised Deuterium CB data set from our previous measurement (and employ
common analysis cuts) to obtain the unpolarised cross section (= σ⇑ + σ⇓ + σ�) and better account for any
residual tensor component.

Clearly, from all these prior measurements, there are strong suggestions of the d∗ playing a role in
deuterium photodisintegration, but it is crucial that a larger database of observables, with appropriate gamma
binning to elucidate narrow structures and which constrain more of the complex reaction amplitudes is crucial
for progress. MAMI is in an internationally leading position to deliver this data. The proposed target and
beam-target observables can be obtained with greatly improved statistical and systematic uncertainties than
achievable with the only other double-polarisation measurement with recoil polarisation (Cx).

Figure 4: T observable for the γd → pn reaction together with Legendre polynomial decomposition. An
effect of d∗ is seen at Eγ ∼ 550 MeV as pronounced deep at 90◦.
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Figure 5: Pny (Red filled circles) and P py (blue open circles) for CM angular bins centred on 90◦ as a function
of photon energy. The result of an unbinned analysis of Pny is presented as black dashed line with the error
bars as a grey band. The dashed-dot lines shows predictions from Ref [41] for P py (cyan) and Pny (pink). The
solid lines show the result of the fit with an additional d∗(2380) contribution (see text) for P py (blue) and Pny
(red). Systematic uncertainties for the Pny data are shown by the hatched area.
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Table 1: Deuteron photodisintegration amplitudes ts,ms,λγ ,md =< Spn,Mpn|T |λγ ,md > (see text for expla-
nation of symbols)

ts,ms,λγ ,md Spn mpn λγ md

t1,+1,1,1 1 ↑ 1 ⇑
t1,0,1,1 1 0 1 ⇑
t1,−1,1,1 1 ↓ 1 ⇑

t1,+1,1,0 1 ↑ 1 �
t1,0,1,0 1 0 1 �
t1,−1,1,0 1 ↓ 1 �

t1,+1,1,−1 1 ↑ 1 ⇓
t1,0,1,−1 1 0 1 ⇓
t1,−1,1,−1 1 ↓ 1 ⇓

t0,0,1,1 0 0 1 ⇑
t0,0,1,0 0 0 1 �
t0,0,1,−1 0 0 1 ⇓

4.2 Deuterium photodisintegration - reaction amplitudes

The deuteron photodisintegration reaction can be described in terms of 12 reaction amplitudes (Table. 1),
expressed as ts,ms,λγ ,md =< Spn,Mpn|T |λγ ,md >, where s is the combined pn spin, ms is the third projection
of pn spin, λγ is the photon polarisation and md is the 3rd projection of the deuteron polarisation. In the
differential cross section the reaction amplitudes contribute as a squared sum (equation 1)

dσ

dΩ
=

1

3

∑
s,ms,md

|ts,ms,1,md |2

(1)

Due to angular momentum conservation, in the case of d∗ → pn, the polarisation directions of neutron
and proton need to be aligned. From Refs [8, 9] we know that in 90% of cases the d∗ decays into 3D3 partial
wave and in 10% cases via the 3G3 partial wave. This limits us to a contribution of functions t1,ms,1,md . In
a simplified manner one can also take that E2 excitation of the d∗ should be predominantly seen in t1,ms,1,1;
M3 in t1,ms,1,0; and E4 in t1,ms,1,−1. The relationship between the various single and double polarisation
observables in deuterium photodisintegration and the corresponding reaction amplitudes is summarised in
Table. 2. Note that the d∗ containing amplitudes discussed above will give contribution to all the listed
observables.

Theoretical calculations for the d∗ contribution in deuterium photodisintegration to various double po-
larisation observables are currently in development, so it is currently difficult to determine a priori which
beam-target observables would show the most sensitivity to a d∗ contribution. The existing data on single
polarisation variables Py and T (both related to imaginary part of amplitudes - see Table 2) show pronounced
effects in the region of the d∗ (see Fig. 5 and Fig. 4). To improve the situation regarding constraint of d∗ in
photoreactions we therefore wish to optimise the new measurements to constrain imaginary components of
the reaction amplitudes. This leads to the conclusion that this first measurement should utilise transverse
target polarisation with elliptically polarised (linear and circular) photons, which will give access to the T
and T11/T1−1 observables (Table 2) which both give information on imaginary components of amplitudes.
We note that, as discussed above, the T observable already suggests interesting features in the region of
the d∗. The measurement will also give access to F, which gives a new constraint on the real parts of the
amplitude combinations in Table 2).

As pointed out earlier the theoretical model for deuterium photodisintegration including d∗ degrees of
freedom is currently under development. As an indication that high multipole mechanisms, as expected for the
d∗, will manifest in our beam-target observables we discuss results from the analagous N∗ sector, specifically
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Table 2: Deuterium photodisintegration, selected polarisation observables

observable amplitudes

dσ
dΩ

1
3

∑
s,ms,md

|ts,ms,1,md |2 = σ0(Θ)

Σ 1
3

∑
s,ms,md

(t∗s,ms,1,mdts,ms,−1,md)/σ0(Θ)

Py
2
√

2
3σ0(Θ)Im

∑
md

[(t1,0,1,md + (−1)it0,0,1,md)∗t1,1,1,md + t∗1,−1,1,md
(t1,0,1,md + (−1)i−1t0,0,1,md)]

T Im(
∑
s,ms

(t∗s,ms,1,−1ts,ms,1,0 + t∗s,ms,1,0ts,ms,1,1)/σ0(Θ))

Cx
2
√

2
3σ0(Θ)Re

∑
md

[(t1,0,1,md + (−1)it0,0,1,md)∗t1,1,1,md + t∗1,−1,1,md
(t1,0,1,md + (−1)i−1t0,0,1,md)]

E 1
2

∑
s,ms

(|ts,ms,1,1|2 − |ts,ms,1,−1|2)/σ0(Θ)

F −Re
∑
s,ms

(t∗s,ms,1,−1ts,ms,1,0 + t∗s,ms,1,0ts,ms,1,1)/σ0(Θ)

G Im
∑
s,ms

(t∗s,ms,1,1ts,ms,1,−1)/σ0(Θ)

T11 Im
∑
s,ms

(t∗s,ms,1,−1ts,ms,−1,0)/σ0(Θ)

T1−1 −Im
∑
s,ms

(t∗s,ms,1,1ts,ms,−1,0)/σ0(Θ)

In pion photoproduction the amplitudes T11 and T1−1 are related to observables P and H respectively. In
deuteron disintegration case, due to two spin 1/2 particles in the final state there is no such direct relation.
Since P here has nothing to do with recoil polarisation P we omit meson photoproduction notation for these
two variables to avoid confusion.
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the N∗(1680)5/2+, which can be excited in photoproduction from the nucleon by the same multipoles and
spin configurations as the d∗ i.e. E2 and M3. The former would relate to the A3/2 amplitude, while the
latter requires a spin-flip and will mostly be seen in A1/2. The N∗(1680)5/2+ photoproduction on the
proton is fully dominated by the A3/2, hence it is not very informative for our case, while the N∗(1680)5/2+

on the neutron has similar strength for both helicity amplitudes. The effect of N∗(1680)5/2+ on beam-
target and single target observables using the most recent Mainz MAID PWA solution for γn → nπ0 with
Bonn and N∗(1680)5/2+ terms only is shown in Fig 6(left). Strong effects are suggested in the E, T and
H(T11/T1−1) observables for this d∗-analagous case. For the pπ0 case (Fig 6 right) the E2 : M3 ratio is
expected to be 10:1 (compared to 1:1 with nπ0) so comparison of the two figures gives some indication about
the sensitivity of the observables to multipolarities. From these studies it is suggested that the strong signal
in H(T11/T1−1 in deuteron case) remains unchanged regardless of the multipolarity decomposition, while G
shows more sensitivity and changes sign. The predictions for T show structures around 90 degrees in the
regions indicated in Fig 4. However, with all the above interpretations it worth noting that the studies are
only indicative for the d∗ case, since background in the d∗ region could influence the predictions.
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Figure 6: MAID predictions for photoexcitation of the N∗(1680) (along with background from Born terms
only). The predictions of various single- and double-polarisation observables for the nπ0 reaction (left) and
pπ0 reaction (right) are shown. Photon energy = 1035 MeV (W=1680 MeV).
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5 Experimental apparatus

5.1 Photon beam

The A2 photon beam is derived from the production of Bremsstrahlung photons during the passage of the
MAMI electron beam through a thin diamond/amorphous radiator. The resulting photons can be circularly
polarised, with the application of a polarised electron beam, or linearly polarised, in the case of a crystalline
radiator. The degree of polarisation achieved is dependent on the energy of the incident photon beam and
the energy range of interest. For the d∗ energies (∼450-650 MeV), linear photon polarisations between 0.3
and 0.5 are feasible (Fig. 7). The Glasgow-Mainz Photon Tagger provides energy tagging of the photons by
detecting the post-radiating electrons and can determine the photon energy with a resolution of 2 to 4 MeV
depending on the incident beam energy. Each counter can operate reliably to a rate of ∼ 3 MHz. Details on
the updated Glasgow tagger can be found in Ref.[56]
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Figure 7: Linear polarisation available with the current collimation system for a variety of crystal orienta-
tions(left). Helicity transfer from the electron to the photon beam as function of the energy transfer(right).
The MAMI beam polarisation is Pe = 85%. Linear polarisation from the Aug2016 d∗ beamtime(middle).

5.2 Polarised Deuterium target

A polarised frozen spin deuterated butanol (C4D9OD) target, contained within a horizontal 3He/4He dilution
refrigerator will be employed. The deuterons will be dynamically polarised in a high magnetic field typically
up to 80%. The target polarisation will be measured by an NMR system with a precision of 1.5%. During the
measurements, the polarisation will be maintained in the frozen spin mode by an internal superconducting
“holding coil”. Relaxation times of more than 1000 hours could be reached and the polarisation will be
refreshed once a week. The polarisation direction of the deuterons will be switched multiple times during a
beam time, to reduce systematic effects in the data. Details on polarised deuteron target performance can be
found elsewhere [47]. Recently, a deuteron polarisation PD = 80% was obtained with Trityl doped butanol
targets at 2.5 T magnetic field in a 3He/4He dilution refrigerator. The filling factor for the ≈ 2mm diameter
butanol spheres into the 2 cm long, 2 cm diameter target container will be around 60%. The experience
obtained from previous runs shows that, with a total tagged photon flux of 5 · 107, relaxation times of more
than 1000h should be expected. The polarisation has to be refreshed by microwave pumping every two days.
In conclusion, we estimate that we will achieve the following target parameters:

• Maximum total tagged photon flux in the energy range of 4 - 95% E0: Iγ ≈ 5 · 107γ/s, with relaxation
time of 1000 hours.

• Average target polarisation Pd = 70%

• Target deuteron density in 2 cm cell: nT ≈ 9.4 · 1022cm−2 (including dilution and filling factors)

5.3 Crystal Ball Detector System

The central detector system consists of the Crystal Ball calorimeter combined with a barrel of scintilla-
tion counters for particle identification and two coaxial multiwire proportional counters for charged particle
tracking. This central system provides position, energy and timing information for both charged and neutral
particles in the region between 21◦ and 159◦ in the polar angle, θ, and over almost the full azimuthal (φ)
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Crystal Ball

PID and tracking 

detectors

TAPS

Figure 8: The A2 detector setup: the Crystal Ball calorimeter with cut-away section showing the inner
detectors and the TAPS forward wall.

range. At forward angles, less than 21◦, reaction products are detected in the TAPS forward wall. The full,
almost hermetic, detector system is shown schematically in Fig. 8.

In order to distinguish between neutral and charged particles species detected by the Crystal Ball, the
system is equipped with PID 2: a barrel detector of twenty-four 50-mm long 4-mm thick scintillators,
arranged so that each PID 2 scintillator covers an angle of 15◦ in φ. By matching a hit in the PID 2 with a
corresponding hit in the CB, it is possible to use the locus of the ∆E–E combination to identify the particle
species (Fig. 9). This is primarily used for the separation of charged pions, electrons and protons. The PID
2 covers polar angles between 15◦ and 159◦.

The excellent CB position resolution for photons stems from the fact that a given photon triggers several
crystals and the energy-weighted mean of their positions locates the photon position to better than the
crystal pitch. For charged particles, which deposit their energy over only one or two crystals, this is not
so precise. Here the tracks of charged particles emitted within the angular and momentum acceptance of
the CB detector will be reconstructed from the coordinates of point of intersections of the tracks with two

Figure 9: A typical ∆E/E plot from the PID detector. The upper curved region is the proton locus, the
lower region contains the pions and the peak towards the origin contains mostly electrons.
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coaxial cylindrical multiwire proportional chambers (MWPCs) with the cathode strip readout [17].
A mixture of argon (79.5%), ethane (30%) and freon-CF4 (0.5%) is used as the filling gas in the MWPC.

This mixture is a compromise between charge multiplication and localization requirements imposed by the
ionizing particle tracks. Within each chamber both the azimuthal and the longitudinal coordinates of the
avalanche will be evaluated form the centroid of the charge distribution induced on the cathode strips. The
location of the hit wires(s) will be used to resolve ambiguities which arise from the fact that each pair of
inner and outer strip cross each other twice. The expected angular resolution (rms) will be 2◦ in the polar
emission angle ϑ and 3◦ in the azimuthal emission angle ϕ.

5.4 TAPS Forward Wall

The TAPS forward wall is composed of 384 BaF2 elements, each 25cm in length (12 radiation lengths) and
hexagonal in cross section, with a diameter of 59 mm. Every TAPS element is covered by a 5 mm thick plastic
veto scintillator. The single counter time resolution is σt = 0.2 ns. The energy resolution can be described
by the ∆E/E = 0.018 + 0.008/(E[GeV ])0.5 [47]. The angular resolution in the polar angle is better than 1◦,
and in the azimuthal angle it improves with increasing θ, being always better than 1/R radian, where R is
the distance in centimetres from the central point of the TAPS wall surface to the point on the surface where
the particle trajectory meets the detector. The TAPS readout was custom built for the beginning of the
CB@MAMI program and is effected in such a way as to allow particle identification by Pulse-Shape Analysis
(PSA), Time-of-Fight (TOF) and ∆E/E methods (using the energy deposit in the plastic scintillator to give
∆E). TAPS can also contribute to the CB multiplicity trigger and is currently divided into six sectors for this
purpose. The inner two rings of the detector wall have recently been replaced with lead tungstate crystals
to enable higher rate capability.

6 Data analysis

The analysis of the data is rather straightforward and clean separation of the d(γ, pn) channel with deuteron
target CB data has been established in our previous analysis [45], where the beam spin asymmetry data and
cross section data gave agreement with previous data within statistical and systematic errors. The d(γ, pn)
events of interest contain a proton track and an uncharged (neutron) hit. The proton will be identified using
the correlation between the energy deposits in the PID and CB using ∆E - E analysis, Fig. 9. The proton
identification also required an associated charged track in the MWPC. The neutron candidates comprised
uncharged hits in the CB, which did not have any associated MWPC or PID signal. The neutron angles will
be determined using the CB hit with production vertex coordinates defined by the intercept of the photon
beam trajectory and the associated charged (proton) track. Once the candidate proton and neutron tracks
are identified, a kinematic fit will be employed to increase the purity of the event sample and to improve the
accuracy of the determination of the reaction kinematics. To fully constrain the kinematics of the d(γ, pn)
reaction at a given incident photon energy, two kinematic quantities are required. The angles of both proton
and neutron as well as the proton energy are measured, enabling an overconstrained kinematic fit analysis. A
10% probability cut will be employed to select the events of interest, Fig.11. The neutron detection efficiency
of the CB (∼ 30%) was determined in a dedicated measurement, Ref. [48] and can be easily reproduced by
simulation. Neutron detection efficiency drops at lower energies, and thus reactions with backward going
neutrons (forward going protons) are somewhat statistically suppressed (see Fig. 10).

The T , F and T11/T1−1 observables will be determined from asymmetries in beam and/or target polarisa-
tion orientations and therefore, detector efficiencies do not play a crucial role in the analysis. This benefit is
optimised if analysis is done in event-by-event likelihood way as we envisage. We recently developed [54] such
methods in analysis of beam-target observables and would plan to adopt similar procedures in the proposed
analysis.

For the beam target observables we will follow the procedure adopted previously [47]. The cross section
for photoreactions with linearly polarised photons on a transversely polarised deuterium target is given by:

dσ/dΩ = σ0 · PLγ PT (T11 sin(2(α− φ)) cos(β − φ) + T1−1cos(2(α− φ))sin(β − φ)) (2)

where σ0 is the unpolarised cross section, PLγ is the polarisation of the beam, PT the degree of polarisation
of the target, T11 and T1−1 are the polarisation observables defined in Table 2, φ is proton azimuthal angle
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and α (β) are azimuthal angle of the photon beam polarisation plane in the ‖ setting (the azimuthal angle
of the target polarisation vector in the ⇑ settings) respectively.

For a circularly polarised beam on a transversely polarised target the cross section is given by:

dσ

dΩ
= σ0(1 + PT cos(φ)P�γ F + PT sin(φ)T ) (3)

where P�γ is the degree of circular polarisation of the beam and F , T are the polarisation observables defined
in Table 2.

The different observables (T, F,H, T11, T1−1) can be extracted from asymmetries constructed according
to the cross section dependencies above. The extraction of F observable requires both beam and target
polarisation and can be extracted from following asymmetry:

F cos(φ) =
1

PTP
�
γ

(N+ −N−)

(N+ +N−)

1

d
(4)

where N denotes the count rate, d is the dilution factor of the target and ± superscripts correspond to the
helicity state of the incoming photon beam. The T observable can be extracted from the asymmetry (taking
equal flux of beam polarisation states to create an effectively unpolarised beam):

Tsin(φ) =
1

PT

(N⇑ −N⇓)
(N⇑ +N⇓)

1

d
(5)

where the ⇑ and ⇓ superscripts correspond to the target spin directions.
It was recently shown that a likelihood analysis for polarisation observables provide the same results as

direct asymmetry reconstruction but has much lower bias and also less sensitive to acceptance effects [54].
The procedure was well established in CLAS collaboration on various E, Cx, G, etc... observables. Due to
multiple polarisation constrains linear/circular photon polarisation and ⇑ / ⇓ target polarisations in proposed
beamtime, an event-by-event likelihood analysis is expected to perform better than conventional asymmetry
methods. All data analysis proposed in this note will be performed using likelihood methods. We also plan
to perform cross-check of observables extraction using asymmetry methods for a simplest variable only (T ).

6.1 Dilution factors

The polarised target contains not only deuterons but also unpolarised carbon/oxygen nuclei. This dilution
means that additional measurements using a carbon foam target are necessary to determine the so-called
dilution factor (d) given by:

d(W, cos(θ)) = 1−
NC/O(W, cos(θ))

Ntarget(W, cos(θ))
. (6)

where W is the centre-of-mass energy of the bin and θ is the angle of the final state nucleon. For a fully
polarised target without C/O contribution the dilution factor would be 1. More information about dilution
factor and C/O background subtraction routinely employed at A2 can be found in Ref [52].

6.2 Trigger conditions

To better optimise the rate of deuterium photodisintegration event collection, we propose to use an M2
trigger instead of M1. However, during the run we will additionally operate a highly prescaled M1 trigger
to provide data for systematic studies. The analysis will not utilise TAPS (as done for the beam spin
asymmetry analysis of Ref. [45])because events with TAPS kinematics cannot be measured exclusively (if
one of the particles from a deuterium photodisintegration event goes into TAPS, the corresponding particle
would occur at very backward angles with extremely small energy below or close to detector thresholds.
For such events a reconstruction of d(γ, p)n and/or d(γ, n)p events is possible, but sufficient background
suppression is not. Also, these events occupy up to 1/3 of the data stream due to low event selectivity, while
covering only a small fraction of the event kinematics (see Fig. 12 where such events are excluded).
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Figure 10: A neutron efficiency as a function of neutron energy for the CB detector from Ref. (left) and
the effect of neutron efficiency on reconstructed differential observables(right). Red data shows published
differential distributions from Ref. [48]

Figure 11: A probability distribution function for the kinematical fit selection based on Mar13 data d(γ, pn).
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Figure 12: Beam spin asymmetry (Σ) results from Aug2016 experiment (red open circles) in comparison with
previous results (black crosses) [49, 50]. The corresponding systematic uncertainties are depicted as shaded
bars on the bottom. Energy independent (energy dependent) Legendre polynomial fits are shown as solid
red(dashed blue) lines (see Ref. [45] for details).

7 Expected statistics and beamtime request

To achieve a 1% statistical accuracy in the acquired data with a typical beam polarisation (Pγ ∼ 0.4) and
target polarisation (PT ∼ 0.7) requires a number of events per bin (N) of:

N =
1.0

P 2
TP

2
γ δA

2
∼ 100k

(7)

Taking PT = 0.7, Pγ = 0.4 and δA = 1%. The countrate (N/s) can be evaluated as

N/s = I · nT · ε · σ ∼ 1s−1

(8)

the flux (I) within a ±15 MeV photon energy in the d∗ region is I = 107γ/s on the target), calculated
assuming a rate at the exit of the tagger of 1.5 MHz/MeV and a tagging efficiency of 0.23 corresponding
to a 2mm photon beam collimator. The number of deuterium nuclei in the target is nT = 9.6 · 1022cm−2,
the detection efficiency for pn final state is ε = 0.2 (corresponding to a 70% efficiency for protons and 30%
efficiency for neutrons) and the disintegration cross section (in the region of the d∗ is σ = 5 · 10−30cm2.
Therefore a total beamtime of 7 weeks is required to achieve the intended statistical accuracy within each
photon energy bin.
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Table 3: Expected beamtime length

Target Radiator Beam polarisation Target polarisation days

D-butanol Diamond ‖ ⇑ 7
D-butanol Diamond ‖ ⇓ 7
D-butanol Diamond ⊥ ⇑ 7
D-butanol Diamond ⊥ ⇓ 7
D-butanol Moeller �/⊗ ⇑ 3
D-butanol Moeller �/⊗ ⇓ 3
Carbon Diamond ‖ – 3
Carbon Diamond ⊥ – 3

6 weeks

The total beamtime request, according to the estimate above, is outlined in Table 3. The beamtime
with elliptically polarised photons is split into two different orientations of the polarised target. In addition
we request a small period of running with purely circularly polarised beam, to provide systematic checks of
observables extracted using equal amounts of linearly polarised beam.

The following number needs to be further subdivided by two polarisation states of a target (⇑ / ⇓) and
four states of a beam (‖/ ⊥) from diamond radiator and ”unpolarised” (�/⊗) from amorphous radiator. The
use of elliptically polarised photon beam allows simultaneous measurement of (�/⊗) with linear polarised ‖
or ⊥ beam. This has been studied in a number of previous MAMI analyses [47]. A separate measurement
employing a carbon target will also be obtained to enable analysis of events originating from unpolarised nuclei
(Carbon, Oxygen) in the butanol target. The necessary beamtime to achieve the proposed measurement is
summarised in the table below.

An extra 1 week (without beam) is required to setup polarised target in the A2 hall.
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